
BackgroundBackground It is importantnottoIt is important notto

foster unnecessarypublic anxietywithfoster unnecessarypublic anxiety with

regardtotheriskof a biochemicalterroristregardtotheriskof a biochemicalterrorist

incident, butthe authorities need toincident, butthe authorities need to

consider their response strategy,consider their response strategy,

particularly withregard tomentalhealthparticularly withregard tomentalhealth

issues.issues.

AimsAims To describe the likelyeffects of aTo describe the likelyeffects of a

terrorist incident involving biochemicalterrorist incident involving biochemical

agents and to identify important responseagents and to identify important response

issues.issues.

MethodMethod Literature survey.Literature survey.

ResultsResults Observations followingObservations following

conventional terrorist incidents and otherconventional terrorist incidents and other

major trauma, including biochemical andmajor trauma, includingbiochemical and

nuclear accidents, suggestthat anuclear accidents, suggestthat a

biochemical terrorist incidentwouldhavebiochemical terrorist incidentwouldhave

widespreadpublic effects.Thementalwidespreadpublic effects.Themental

health services shouldplay amajor role inhealth services shouldplay amajor role in

designingan effectivemulti-disciplinarydesigningan effectivemulti-disciplinary

response, particularly withregard to theresponse, particularly withregard to the

reduction of public anxiety, identifyingreduction of public anxiety, identifying

at-risk individuals and collaboratingwithat-risk individuals and collaboratingwith

medicalandemergencyservices, aswell asmedicalandemergencyservices, aswell as

providingcare for thosewho developprovidingcare for thosewho develop

post-traumatic psychopathology.post-traumatic psychopathology.

ConclusionsConclusions We shouldnot feelWe shouldnot feel

helplessinthe face of a biochemical threat;helplessinthe face of a biochemicalthreat;

there is considerableknowledge andthere is considerableknowledge and

experiencetobe tapped.Awell-designed,experience tobe tapped.Awell-designed,

well-coordinated andrehearsed strategywell-coordinated andrehearsed strategy

based on empirical evidencewill domuchbased on empirical evidencewill domuch

to reduce public anxiety and increaseto reduce public anxietyand increase

professional confidence.professional confidence.
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Particularly since the tragedies of 11Particularly since the tragedies of 11

September 2001, much has been said andSeptember 2001, much has been said and

written about the risk of a biochemicalwritten about the risk of a biochemical

terrorist attack. If one pares away theterrorist attack. If one pares away the

hyperbole and unnecessary drama that thishyperbole and unnecessary drama that this

issue has attracted, the exposed conclusionissue has attracted, the exposed conclusion

is that the risk is genuine and the conse-is that the risk is genuine and the conse-

quences would be serious. What used toquences would be serious. What used to

be a theme of a genre of horror films andbe a theme of a genre of horror films and

novels has been recast as a real phenom-novels has been recast as a real phenom-

enon of the 21st century. This represents aenon of the 21st century. This represents a

major challenge with regard to designingmajor challenge with regard to designing

an effective strategy for coping with thean effective strategy for coping with the

aftermath of such an attack. This paper willaftermath of such an attack. This paper will

address some of the major issues in relationaddress some of the major issues in relation

to a biochemical terrorist attack, includingto a biochemical terrorist attack, including

the aims of such terrorism, its likely psycho-the aims of such terrorism, its likely psycho-

logical effects and the possible interventionlogical effects and the possible intervention

strategies to mitigate such effects.strategies to mitigate such effects.

BACKGROUNDBACKGROUND

The US Department of Justice definesThe US Department of Justice defines

terrorism asterrorism as

‘the unlawfuluse of force or violence against per-‘the unlawfuluse of force or violence against per-
sons or property to intimidate or coerce a gov-sons or property to intimidate or coerce a gov-
ernment, the civilian population, or any segmenternment, the civilian population, or any segment
thereof, in furtherance of political or socialthereof, in furtherance of political or social
objectives’ (USDepartmentof Justice,1996).objectives’ (USDepartmentof Justice,1996).

What we consider to be unjustifiable andWhat we consider to be unjustifiable and

repugnant acts of terrorists are viewed byrepugnant acts of terrorists are viewed by

the perpetrators as rational and may bethe perpetrators as rational and may be

allied to cherished martyrdom. Postallied to cherished martyrdom. Post

(2002) has argued that an understanding(2002) has argued that an understanding

of the motivations of terrorists can helpof the motivations of terrorists can help

their victims to make some sense of theirtheir victims to make some sense of their

suffering.suffering.

The authorities are not able to calculateThe authorities are not able to calculate

accurately the risk of such terrorist activity,accurately the risk of such terrorist activity,

but it is important that forewarning andbut it is important that forewarning and

preparation are not on such a scale thatpreparation are not on such a scale that

massive public anxiety is created, becausemassive public anxiety is created, because

this would serve well the aims of the terror-this would serve well the aims of the terror-

ists by creating a nation of ‘terro-phobes’.ists by creating a nation of ‘terro-phobes’.

To achieve a balanced approach, and toTo achieve a balanced approach, and to

design an effective strategy for respondingdesign an effective strategy for responding

to biological or chemical terrorism, theto biological or chemical terrorism, the

mental health services have much to offermental health services have much to offer

because, as will be argued below, bio-because, as will be argued below, bio-

chemical terrorism is ‘quintessentiallychemical terrorism is ‘quintessentially psy-psy-

chological warfare’ (Wesselychological warfare’ (Wessely et alet al, 2001)., 2001).

Historically, terror has proved to be anHistorically, terror has proved to be an

effective instrument of coercion and intimi-effective instrument of coercion and intimi-

dation for state organisations such as thedation for state organisations such as the

Tzarist Okrahana, the Nazi GeheimeTzarist Okrahana, the Nazi Geheime

Staatspolizei (the Gestapo), and the EastStaatspolizei (the Gestapo), and the East

German Ministerium fur StaatssicherheitGerman Ministerium für Staatssicherheit

(the Stasi) and other groups with a specific(the Stasi) and other groups with a specific

agenda, such as the Mafia and the Ku Kluxagenda, such as the Mafia and the Ku Klux

Klan. The political activities of the Baader-Klan. The political activities of the Baader-

Meinhof Group, the Irish RepublicanMeinhof Group, the Irish Republican

Army, the Algerian Salafis, the BasqueArmy, the Algerian Salafis, the Basque

Homeland and Liberty Group (ETA) andHomeland and Liberty Group (ETA) and

the al Qa’ida have underscored just howthe al Qa’ida have underscored just how

effective the use of terror can be, at leasteffective the use of terror can be, at least

in the short term. Most recently, ‘suicidein the short term. Most recently, ‘suicide

terrorism’ has caused profound fear andterrorism’ has caused profound fear and

social disruption (Salib, 2003). However,social disruption (Salib, 2003). However,

we must maintain a realistic perspective;we must maintain a realistic perspective;

sometimes their efforts are not successfulsometimes their efforts are not successful

and may be counterproductive (Laqueur,and may be counterproductive (Laqueur,

1999).1999).

AIMSOF BIOCHEMICALAIMSOF BIOCHEMICAL
TERRORISMTERRORISM

The literature identifies the following aims:The literature identifies the following aims:

(a)(a) creating mass anxiety, fear and panic;creating mass anxiety, fear and panic;

(b)(b) creating helplessness, hopelessness andcreating helplessness, hopelessness and

demoralisation;demoralisation;

(c)(c) destroying our assumptions aboutdestroying our assumptions about

personal security;personal security;

(d)(d) disruption of the infrastructure of adisruption of the infrastructure of a

society, culture or city;society, culture or city;

(e)(e) demonstrating the impotence of thedemonstrating the impotence of the

authorities to protect the ordinaryauthorities to protect the ordinary

citizen and his/her environment.citizen and his/her environment.

The aims of terrorism do not require mas-The aims of terrorism do not require mas-

sive casualties for their fulfilment: deathsive casualties for their fulfilment: death

and physical damage is a means to anand physical damage is a means to an

end, not an end in itself. Following theend, not an end in itself. Following the

two attacks using the nerve gas sarin intwo attacks using the nerve gas sarin in

the Japanese cities of Matsumoto (1994)the Japanese cities of Matsumoto (1994)

and Tokyo (1995), carried out by theand Tokyo (1995), carried out by the

Aum Shinrikyo cult, only 19 deathsAum Shinrikyo cult, only 19 deaths

occurred but the psychological, social andoccurred but the psychological, social and

economic effects of these incidents wereeconomic effects of these incidents were

enormous (Knudson, 2001).enormous (Knudson, 2001).

ATTRACTIONATTRACTION
OF BIOLOGICALOF BIOLOGICAL
AND CHEMICAL AGENTSAND CHEMICAL AGENTS

‘Conventional’ terrorism made use of‘Conventional’ terrorism made use of

explosive and standard weaponry, but theexplosive and standard weaponry, but the

authorities made access to such items moreauthorities made access to such items more
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difficult and, as society adjusted to previousdifficult and, as society adjusted to previous

levels of violence and atrocity, terroristslevels of violence and atrocity, terrorists

have had to seek methods of achieving anhave had to seek methods of achieving an

even higher level of threat. Although thereeven higher level of threat. Although there

are impediments to their use, includingare impediments to their use, including

storage and dispersal (Venkatesh &storage and dispersal (Venkatesh &

Memish, 2003), biological and chemicalMemish, 2003), biological and chemical

agents generally commend themselves toagents generally commend themselves to

terrorists for at least six reasons:terrorists for at least six reasons:

(a)(a) it is relatively easy to obtain informationit is relatively easy to obtain information

about them;about them;

(b)(b) many agents are relatively cheap andmany agents are relatively cheap and

easy to produce, and can be deliveredeasy to produce, and can be delivered

without high technology or muchwithout high technology or much

scientific knowledge (Smith, C. G.,scientific knowledge (Smith, C. G., etet

alal, 2000);, 2000);

(c)(c) although there have been considerablealthough there have been considerable

advances in the scientific understandingadvances in the scientific understanding

of the most lethal (Category A) bio-of the most lethal (Category A) bio-

logical agents such as Variola majorlogical agents such as Variola major

(smallpox),(smallpox), Bacillus anthracisBacillus anthracis (anthrax)(anthrax)

andand Yersinia pestisYersinia pestis (plague) and highly(plague) and highly

toxic (Category B) chemicals such astoxic (Category B) chemicals such as

ricin toxin, there is much to bericin toxin, there is much to be

learned about their effects and how tolearned about their effects and how to

combat them (Arnoncombat them (Arnon et alet al, 2001; Lane, 2001; Lane

et alet al, 2001);, 2001);

(d)(d) the effects, particularly of biologicalthe effects, particularly of biological

agents, are commonly distant in timeagents, are commonly distant in time

and place from the site of any initialand place from the site of any initial

incident;incident;

(e)(e) because viruses and microbes, and somebecause viruses and microbes, and some

toxic chemicals, cannot be detectedtoxic chemicals, cannot be detected

through the senses they readily instillthrough the senses they readily instill

fear and trigger powerful vestigial fearsfear and trigger powerful vestigial fears

of mysterious threatening forces;of mysterious threatening forces;

(f)(f) particularly with biological agents,particularly with biological agents,

there is no clearly defined ‘low point’there is no clearly defined ‘low point’

from which survivors and their care-from which survivors and their care-

givers can look forward to respite andgivers can look forward to respite and

improvement (Baum, 1986).improvement (Baum, 1986).

PSYCHOLOGICALPSYCHOLOGICAL
REACTIONS TOAREACTIONS TOA
BIOCHEMICAL INCIDENTBIOCHEMICAL INCIDENT

There is no absolute certainty as to howThere is no absolute certainty as to how

individuals and communities would reactindividuals and communities would react

following such an incident in the UK. Thus,following such an incident in the UK. Thus,

we need to cull from our knowledge relatingwe need to cull from our knowledge relating

to other major calamities (e.g. Piggin &to other major calamities (e.g. Piggin &

Lee, 1992; van der KolkLee, 1992; van der Kolk et alet al, 1996; Joseph, 1996; Joseph

et alet al, 1997), ‘conventional’ terrorist events, 1997), ‘conventional’ terrorist events

(e.g. Sims(e.g. Sims et alet al, 1979; Alexander, 2001;, 1979; Alexander, 2001;

SchusterSchuster et alet al, 2001), nuclear accidents, 2001), nuclear accidents

(Houts(Houts et alet al, 1988; Allen, 1988; Allen et alet al, 1996) and, 1996) and

military campaigns in which toxic agentsmilitary campaigns in which toxic agents

have been deployed (e.g. Fullerton &have been deployed (e.g. Fullerton &

Ursano, 1990).Ursano, 1990).

Community reactionsCommunity reactions

Tyhurst (1951) suggested that, following aTyhurst (1951) suggested that, following a

major trauma, there is likely to be a tri-major trauma, there is likely to be a tri-

phasic response. In the initial ‘impact’,phasic response. In the initial ‘impact’,

survivors will be preoccupied with theirsurvivors will be preoccupied with their

present situation and most will be stunnedpresent situation and most will be stunned

and numbed. Up to about 15% will stilland numbed. Up to about 15% will still

be able to retain their ability to thinkbe able to retain their ability to think

rationally, to evaluate the level of risk andrationally, to evaluate the level of risk and

to take appropriate action. During theto take appropriate action. During the

‘recoil’ phase, survivors will want to talk‘recoil’ phase, survivors will want to talk

to others and seek support. The reality ofto others and seek support. The reality of

what has occurred becomes irresistiblywhat has occurred becomes irresistibly

obvious to survivors at the ‘post-trauma’obvious to survivors at the ‘post-trauma’

phase. It is similar to the ‘post-honeymoon’phase. It is similar to the ‘post-honeymoon’

phase described by Raphael (1986) thatphase described by Raphael (1986) that

follows major trauma. During this phasefollows major trauma. During this phase

survivors are likely to display a number ofsurvivors are likely to display a number of

emotional reactions, including depression,emotional reactions, including depression,

anxiety and anger (particularly if theyanxiety and anger (particularly if they

consider that their legitimate needs haveconsider that their legitimate needs have

not been met).not been met).

Pennebaker & Harber (1993) describePennebaker & Harber (1993) describe

a social stage model of collective coping:a social stage model of collective coping:

one that emphasises how the need of indivi-one that emphasises how the need of indivi-

duals to talk about their experiences variesduals to talk about their experiences varies

over time. Immediately after such an eventover time. Immediately after such an event

there is an enthusiasm for sharing views,there is an enthusiasm for sharing views,

but that stage is followed by an ‘inhibition’but that stage is followed by an ‘inhibition’

phase during which they are more likely tophase during which they are more likely to

reflect on than talk about the incident.reflect on than talk about the incident.

‘Panic’ describes a group response in‘Panic’ describes a group response in

which the impulsive flight reaction is acutewhich the impulsive flight reaction is acute

and intense, for example when individualsand intense, for example when individuals

feel completely trapped and lacking controlfeel completely trapped and lacking control

of the situation (Pastel, 2001). It is con-of the situation (Pastel, 2001). It is con-

tagious and results in individuals lookingtagious and results in individuals looking

after their own safety and welfare. Panicafter their own safety and welfare. Panic

should not be confused with mass anxietyshould not be confused with mass anxiety

because the latter can lead to constructivebecause the latter can lead to constructive

action. To what extent mass panic is likelyaction. To what extent mass panic is likely

to occur after a major biochemical terroristto occur after a major biochemical terrorist

incident remains unconfirmed (Wessely,incident remains unconfirmed (Wessely,

2000). In relation to most major catas-2000). In relation to most major catas-

trophes this has not been shown to be atrophes this has not been shown to be a

characteristic reaction (e.g. Quarantelli,characteristic reaction (e.g. Quarantelli,

1960; Durodie & Wessely, 2002). Glass1960; Durodié & Wessely, 2002). Glass

& Schoch-Spana (2002) also challenge the& Schoch-Spana (2002) also challenge the

pessimistic view of community reactions.pessimistic view of community reactions.

They argue that the general public are likelyThey argue that the general public are likely

to display adaptive, collective action. Theyto display adaptive, collective action. They

advocate that the community should beadvocate that the community should be

acknowledged as a ‘key partner’ in theacknowledged as a ‘key partner’ in the

planning and execution of the medical andplanning and execution of the medical and

public health response to a terrorist inci-public health response to a terrorist inci-

dent. More specifically, they propose fivedent. More specifically, they propose five

guidelines regarding public involvement.guidelines regarding public involvement.

These are: treat the public as a competentThese are: treat the public as a competent

ally; involve community organisations inally; involve community organisations in

public health operations; anticipate thepublic health operations; anticipate the

need for home-based patient care and con-need for home-based patient care and con-

trol of infection; invest in public outreachtrol of infection; invest in public outreach

programmes and communication strategies;programmes and communication strategies;

and ensure that the response strategyand ensure that the response strategy

reflects the values and attitudes of thereflects the values and attitudes of the

communities affected by the incident.communities affected by the incident.

None the less, a biochemical terroristNone the less, a biochemical terrorist

incident would involve a number of ele-incident would involve a number of ele-

ments that could conduce to overwhelmingments that could conduce to overwhelming

anxiety and subsequent panic. Ramalingas-anxiety and subsequent panic. Ramalingas-

wami (2001) reported that after the 1994wami (2001) reported that after the 1994

outbreak of suspected pneumonic plagueoutbreak of suspected pneumonic plague

in Surat, India, there was widespread panicin Surat, India, there was widespread panic

such that overnight approximately 600 000such that overnight approximately 600 000

citizens (including medical staff) fled thecitizens (including medical staff) fled the

region.region.

The short-term effects of a biochemicalThe short-term effects of a biochemical

incident require the authorities to plan forincident require the authorities to plan for

the provision of medical resources, includ-the provision of medical resources, includ-

ing psychological services. In the longering psychological services. In the longer

term a terrorist incident is likely to haveterm a terrorist incident is likely to have

more chronic medical and psychiatricmore chronic medical and psychiatric

sequelae and substantial political andsequelae and substantial political and

socio-economic effects. Terrorist action insocio-economic effects. Terrorist action in

New York and in Bali demonstrate howNew York and in Bali demonstrate how

events on that scale can jeopardise the tour-events on that scale can jeopardise the tour-

ist trade, compromise financial markets andist trade, compromise financial markets and

cause governments to review their politicalcause governments to review their political

agenda. Several authorities have suggestedagenda. Several authorities have suggested

that the longer-term consequences of athat the longer-term consequences of a

biochemical assault may be the more devas-biochemical assault may be the more devas-

tating and pernicious (e.g. Becker, 2001;tating and pernicious (e.g. Becker, 2001;

WesselyWessely et alet al, 2001)., 2001).

Individual reactionsIndividual reactions

Observations following natural and human-Observations following natural and human-

induced major trauma describe a miscellanyinduced major trauma describe a miscellany

of individual reactions, although muchof individual reactions, although much

would depend on the incubation period,would depend on the incubation period,

virulence and toxicity of the agents usedvirulence and toxicity of the agents used

(Holloway(Holloway et alet al, 1997). However, these, 1997). However, these

reactions are likely to include the following:reactions are likely to include the following:

(a)(a) stunned and numb: numbing shields usstunned and numb: numbing shields us

temporarily from overwhelming images,temporarily from overwhelming images,

experiences and emotions;experiences and emotions;

(b)(b) anxiety and fear: because of theiranxiety and fear: because of their un-un-

familiarity, biochemical agents wouldfamiliarity, biochemical agents would

generate high levels of anxiety andgenerate high levels of anxiety and

fear and challenge our usual methodsfear and challenge our usual methods

of coping;of coping;

(c)(c) horror and disgust: biochemical inci-horror and disgust: biochemical inci-

dents would expose the uninitiated todents would expose the uninitiated to

unfamiliar forms of suffering andunfamiliar forms of suffering and

injury;injury;

(d)(d) anger and scapegoating: the authoritiesanger and scapegoating: the authorities

and ‘helpers’ may be blamed for aand ‘helpers’ may be blamed for a

failure to protect and care for survivors;failure to protect and care for survivors;
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(e)(e) paranoia: terrorists are characteristi-paranoia: terrorists are characteristi-

cally an ‘unseen enemy’ and theircally an ‘unseen enemy’ and their

unpredictable attacks are likely tounpredictable attacks are likely to

generate a community sense in anygenerate a community sense in any

community of being persecuted; therecommunity of being persecuted; there

may also be xenophobia;may also be xenophobia;

(f)(f) loss of trust: as Janoff-Bulman (1992)loss of trust: as Janoff-Bulman (1992)

pointed out, traumatic events canpointed out, traumatic events can

shattershatter our core assumptions, includingour core assumptions, including

those relating to our safety and vulner-those relating to our safety and vulner-

ability;ability;

(g)(g) demoralisation, hopelessness and help-demoralisation, hopelessness and help-

lessness: a biochemical attack wouldlessness: a biochemical attack would

challenge individuals’ internal locus ofchallenge individuals’ internal locus of

control such that they would feel ascontrol such that they would feel as

though they were not in charge ofthough they were not in charge of

their own destiny;their own destiny;

(h)(h) guilt: ‘survivor’ guilt will be experi-guilt: ‘survivor’ guilt will be experi-

enced by some who survive a biochem-enced by some who survive a biochem-

ical incident, and ‘performance’ guilt isical incident, and ‘performance’ guilt is

likely to be experienced by those wholikely to be experienced by those who

believe that they did not do enough tobelieve that they did not do enough to

help others;help others;

(i)(i) false attributions: a lack of under-false attributions: a lack of under-

standing about biochemical contamina-standing about biochemical contamina-

tion may cause individuals to attributetion may cause individuals to attribute

falsely normal psychological stressfalsely normal psychological stress

reactions or other benign physicalreactions or other benign physical

phenomena to the agents used by thephenomena to the agents used by the

terrorists; this has been observed interrorists; this has been observed in

cases of ‘mass psychogenic illness’cases of ‘mass psychogenic illness’

(Bartholomew & Wessely, 2002).(Bartholomew & Wessely, 2002).

MASS PSYCHOGENIC ILLNESSMASS PSYCHOGENIC ILLNESS

This term has been used to describeThis term has been used to describe

‘the rapid spread of illness signs and symptoms‘the rapid spread of illness signs and symptoms
affecting members of a cohesive group, originat-affecting members of a cohesive group, originat-
ing from a nervous system disturbance involvinging from a nervous system disturbance involving
excitation, loss or alteration of functionwherebyexcitation, loss or alteration of functionwhereby
physical complaints that are exhibited uncon-physical complaints that are exhibited uncon-
sciously have no corresponding organic aeti-sciously have no corresponding organic aeti-
ology’ (Bartholomew &Wessely, 2002).ology’ (Bartholomew &Wessely, 2002).

In an excellent review they emphasise theIn an excellent review they emphasise the

influence of sociocultural factors. Follow-influence of sociocultural factors. Follow-

ing the events of 11 September 2001, theing the events of 11 September 2001, the

threat of biochemical terrorism sired thethreat of biochemical terrorism sired the

‘anthrax scares’ and the ‘World Trade‘anthrax scares’ and the ‘World Trade

Center syndrome’ (widespread reports ofCenter syndrome’ (widespread reports of

chest pain and respiratory problems).chest pain and respiratory problems).

A concern is that the medical andA concern is that the medical and

welfare services would be overwhelmed inwelfare services would be overwhelmed in

the wake of a major biochemical incident,the wake of a major biochemical incident,

primarily by many anxious individuals andprimarily by many anxious individuals and

not just those who had been exposed tonot just those who had been exposed to

contaminants (e.g. Tucker, 1997; Knudson,contaminants (e.g. Tucker, 1997; Knudson,

2001), as occurred after the radiological2001), as occurred after the radiological

contamination incident in Goiania, Brazil,contamination incident in Goiania, Brazil,

in 1987 (Petterson, 1988). Of the firstin 1987 (Petterson, 1988). Of the first

60 000 screened, 5000 had not been60 000 screened, 5000 had not been

contaminated but all had presented withcontaminated but all had presented with

symptoms of vomiting, diarrhoea andsymptoms of vomiting, diarrhoea and

rashes, all of which are consistent with acuterashes, all of which are consistent with acute

radiation sickness. Ultimately, 125 800radiation sickness. Ultimately, 125 800

persons had to be screened but only 249persons had to be screened but only 249

of them had been contaminated. Knudsonof them had been contaminated. Knudson

(2001), with regard to the Aum Shinrikyo(2001), with regard to the Aum Shinrikyo

incident in 1995, reported that the ratioincident in 1995, reported that the ratio

of those who sought medical help to thoseof those who sought medical help to those

who required immediate medical care waswho required immediate medical care was

approximately 450:1.approximately 450:1.

The concept of ‘the worried well’The concept of ‘the worried well’

appears in the literature (Knudson, 2001)appears in the literature (Knudson, 2001)

but this term is inaccurate and unhelpfulbut this term is inaccurate and unhelpful

(Pastel, 2001). Such individuals have cause(Pastel, 2001). Such individuals have cause

to be anxious and, moreover, the level ofto be anxious and, moreover, the level of

anxiety may be such that they are notanxiety may be such that they are not

‘well’, at least in psychological terms.‘well’, at least in psychological terms.

Moreover, other authorities (e.g. Engel,Moreover, other authorities (e.g. Engel,

2001) have cautioned against dismissing2001) have cautioned against dismissing

such health concerns because this is likelysuch health concerns because this is likely

to raise suspicions of a conspiracy or ofto raise suspicions of a conspiracy or of

an uncaring or incompetent authority.an uncaring or incompetent authority.

Hadler (1996) has also suggested that aHadler (1996) has also suggested that a

dismissive approach could result in adismissive approach could result in a

‘contest’ in which survivors redouble their‘contest’ in which survivors redouble their

efforts to persuade doctors of the legitimacyefforts to persuade doctors of the legitimacy

of their symptoms. Engel (2002) refers to aof their symptoms. Engel (2002) refers to a

similar dynamic in relation to ‘medicallysimilar dynamic in relation to ‘medically

unexplained physical symptoms’ wherebyunexplained physical symptoms’ whereby

patients and medical staff can becomepatients and medical staff can become

locked in debate over ‘contested causation’.locked in debate over ‘contested causation’.

Engel (2001) has offered some guide-Engel (2001) has offered some guide-

lines as to how such individuals should belines as to how such individuals should be

dealt with. These include the need to offerdealt with. These include the need to offer

an empathic, non-judgemental, collabora-an empathic, non-judgemental, collabora-

tive approach to help these ailing indivi-tive approach to help these ailing indivi-

duals achieve a better level of adjustment.duals achieve a better level of adjustment.

It is important to note the conclusion ofIt is important to note the conclusion of

Bartholomew & Wessely (2002) that noneBartholomew & Wessely (2002) that none

of us is immune from such reactions becauseof us is immune from such reactions because

there are no clearly defined predispositionsthere are no clearly defined predispositions

to mass psychogenic illness.to mass psychogenic illness.

PSYCHIATRIC/PSYCHIATRIC/
PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMSPSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS

There is a substantial body of epidemiologi-There is a substantial body of epidemiologi-

cal data that confirms that after major trau-cal data that confirms that after major trau-

ma significant levels of psychomorbidityma significant levels of psychomorbidity

can be expected (e.g. O’Brien, 1998;can be expected (e.g. O’Brien, 1998;

Harvey & Bryant, 1999; FairbankHarvey & Bryant, 1999; Fairbank et alet al,,

2000; Alexander & Klein, 2003). Follow-2000; Alexander & Klein, 2003). Follow-

ing terrorist incidents, the rates of psychi-ing terrorist incidents, the rates of psychi-

atric conditions tend to be quite high,atric conditions tend to be quite high,

particularly in terms of acute stress disor-particularly in terms of acute stress disor-

der, post-traumatic stress disorder, depres-der, post-traumatic stress disorder, depres-

sion and pathological grief (Shalev, 1992;sion and pathological grief (Shalev, 1992;

KoopmanKoopman et alet al, 1995; Smith, D.,, 1995; Smith, D., et alet al,,

1999). North1999). North et alet al (1999) reported that(1999) reported that

34% of 182 survivors of the Oklahoma34% of 182 survivors of the Oklahoma

City bombing developed post-traumaticCity bombing developed post-traumatic

stress disorder and that a further 11%stress disorder and that a further 11%

developed other psychiatric conditions,developed other psychiatric conditions,

including depression and substance misuse.including depression and substance misuse.

SchusterSchuster et alet al (2001) conducted a random-(2001) conducted a random-

digit-dialling telephone survey 3–5 daysdigit-dialling telephone survey 3–5 days

after the terrorist attacks of 11 Septemberafter the terrorist attacks of 11 September

2001. Of the 560 adults interviewed, 44%2001. Of the 560 adults interviewed, 44%

reported atreported at least one substantial symptomleast one substantial symptom

of stress andof stress and 35% of the children had one35% of the children had one

or more stress symptom. Even 12 monthsor more stress symptom. Even 12 months

post-incident, increased rates of alcoholpost-incident, increased rates of alcohol

and tobacco consumption, stress and post-and tobacco consumption, stress and post-

traumatic stress disorder were reportedtraumatic stress disorder were reported

when compared with a control groupwhen compared with a control group

comprising citizens of another city.comprising citizens of another city.

THEMEDIATHEMEDIA

Following any major biochemical terroristFollowing any major biochemical terrorist

incident the media will be unavoidablyincident the media will be unavoidably

but quickly involved, as has been confirmedbut quickly involved, as has been confirmed

by a number of specialists (e.g. Nocera,by a number of specialists (e.g. Nocera,

2000). The subsequent level of uncertainty2000). The subsequent level of uncertainty

and anxiety (for reasons described above)and anxiety (for reasons described above)

would create a fertile soil in which rumourwould create a fertile soil in which rumour

and ill-informed speculation would thrive,and ill-informed speculation would thrive,

as was seen in the case of hyperbolic head-as was seen in the case of hyperbolic head-

lines about ‘flesh-eating bugs’ and ‘madlines about ‘flesh-eating bugs’ and ‘mad

cow disease’. The media can resonate withcow disease’. The media can resonate with

vestigial fears of microbial and viral agents,vestigial fears of microbial and viral agents,

fears that have been recorded throughoutfears that have been recorded throughout

history and particularly during the plaguehistory and particularly during the plague

epidemics of the Middle Ages, leprosy andepidemics of the Middle Ages, leprosy and

the polio epidemics of the 20th century.the polio epidemics of the 20th century.

Children may be affected adversely by theChildren may be affected adversely by the

media coverage of trauma, particularly ifmedia coverage of trauma, particularly if

they themselves were bereaved as a resultthey themselves were bereaved as a result

of the event (Pfefferbaumof the event (Pfefferbaum et alet al, 1999)., 1999).

The media must be embraced by theThe media must be embraced by the

authorities as allies because, particularly inauthorities as allies because, particularly in

the early stage after a terrorist incident, theythe early stage after a terrorist incident, they

can play a helpful role by broadcasting to ancan play a helpful role by broadcasting to an

anxious population accurate informationanxious population accurate information

about, for example:about, for example:

(a)(a) what has happened;what has happened;

(b)(b) what sources of help are available;what sources of help are available;

(c)(c) what are the signs suggesting thatwhat are the signs suggesting that

professional help might be required;professional help might be required;

(d)(d) what are normal reactions;what are normal reactions;

(e)(e) what is the difference between conta-what is the difference between conta-

gion and other modes of infection;gion and other modes of infection;

(f)(f) the resilience of individuals andthe resilience of individuals and

communities.communities.

In addition, the authorities can, through theIn addition, the authorities can, through the

media, address important matters relatingmedia, address important matters relating
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to, for example, decontamination and isola-to, for example, decontamination and isola-

tion procedures, restriction on travel andtion procedures, restriction on travel and

the disposal of dead bodies. In any multi-the disposal of dead bodies. In any multi-

racial society the last issue is likely to be aracial society the last issue is likely to be a

delicate one, particularly if cremation anddelicate one, particularly if cremation and

a prohibition on access to the deceased isa prohibition on access to the deceased is

required, on health grounds, because thisrequired, on health grounds, because this

may transgress religious and cultural beliefsmay transgress religious and cultural beliefs

and values (Speck, 1978; Gibson, 1998).and values (Speck, 1978; Gibson, 1998).

After so-called ‘silent’ disasters invol-After so-called ‘silent’ disasters invol-

ving radiation, there has been a temptationving radiation, there has been a temptation

for the authorities to avoid releasing infor-for the authorities to avoid releasing infor-

mation (Greenmation (Green et alet al, 1994). It was not until, 1994). It was not until

28 April 1986 that the Russian authorities28 April 1986 that the Russian authorities

admitted that there had been a nuclear acci-admitted that there had been a nuclear acci-

dent at Chernobyl 2 days earlier. Similarly,dent at Chernobyl 2 days earlier. Similarly,

they displayed a reluctance to give outthey displayed a reluctance to give out

accurate information after the sinking ofaccurate information after the sinking of

their nuclear submarine, thetheir nuclear submarine, the KurskKursk, in, in

2001. The Japanese authorities behaved in2001. The Japanese authorities behaved in

a similar fashion after the accident at thea similar fashion after the accident at the

nuclear fuel processing facility at Tokaimuranuclear fuel processing facility at Tokaimura

(International Atomic Energy Agency,(International Atomic Energy Agency,

1999). Denial and duplicity by the authori-1999). Denial and duplicity by the authori-

ties are likely to carry penalties and aties are likely to carry penalties and a

serious loss of confidence in them is theserious loss of confidence in them is the

probable result (Tønnessenprobable result (Tønnessen et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

Two further observations about com-Two further observations about com-

municating with the general public after amunicating with the general public after a

major incident are that statistics are lessmajor incident are that statistics are less

persuasive than are case studies, and thatpersuasive than are case studies, and that

individuals are less influenced by statisticalindividuals are less influenced by statistical

probabilities than they are by perceivedprobabilities than they are by perceived

outcomes (American Psychological Asso-outcomes (American Psychological Asso-

ciation, 2001). Education – a key elementciation, 2001). Education – a key element

of any public campaign following a bio-of any public campaign following a bio-

chemical incident – would have an impactchemical incident – would have an impact

on how a community viewed the impacton how a community viewed the impact

of such an occurrence.of such an occurrence.

Efforts should be made to develop non-Efforts should be made to develop non-

adversarial and collaborative relationshipsadversarial and collaborative relationships

with media personnel before a crisis. Aswith media personnel before a crisis. As

Quigley (2001) has put it most graphically,Quigley (2001) has put it most graphically,

‘if you don’t engage and feed the beast, the‘if you don’t engage and feed the beast, the

beast will eat you’.beast will eat you’.

THEMENTALHEALTHTHEMENTALHEALTH
SERVICESSERVICES

Terrorism is psychological warfare. It is notTerrorism is psychological warfare. It is not

anticipated that the mental health servicesanticipated that the mental health services

would be among the ranks of frontlinewould be among the ranks of frontline

responders but they should play a signalresponders but they should play a signal

role in developing major incident plansrole in developing major incident plans

based on their extensive knowledge of reac-based on their extensive knowledge of reac-

tions to trauma and of vulnerability andtions to trauma and of vulnerability and

protective factors. An effective plan mustprotective factors. An effective plan must

be multi-disciplinary and it must be re-be multi-disciplinary and it must be re-

hearsed regularly under realistic conditionshearsed regularly under realistic conditions

(Tucker, 1997). Also, they would be ex-(Tucker, 1997). Also, they would be ex-

pected to treat acute and chronic psychi-pected to treat acute and chronic psychi-

atric illness and to provide advice andatric illness and to provide advice and

supervision for other agencies.supervision for other agencies.

According to DiGiovanni (1999) thereAccording to DiGiovanni (1999) there

are a number of key roles that the mentalare a number of key roles that the mental

health professionals could be expected tohealth professionals could be expected to

fulfill:fulfill:

(a)(a) advising the authorities on how to man-advising the authorities on how to man-

age anxious and distressed individuals;age anxious and distressed individuals;

(b)(b) providing advice for surgical andproviding advice for surgical and

medical staff about post-traumaticmedical staff about post-traumatic

reactions;reactions;

(c)(c) helping to determine whether symp-helping to determine whether symp-

toms such as tachycardia, tension,toms such as tachycardia, tension,

nausea and tremor are normal psycholo-nausea and tremor are normal psycholo-

gical reactions to stress or are the signsgical reactions to stress or are the signs

of biological or chemical contamination;of biological or chemical contamination;

(d)(d) assessing the mental status of those whoassessing the mental status of those who

have suffered physical contamination;have suffered physical contamination;

(e)(e) conducting triage to identify those inconducting triage to identify those in

need of more specialist psychiatric care.need of more specialist psychiatric care.

However, mental health personnel need toHowever, mental health personnel need to

broaden their concept of trauma to includebroaden their concept of trauma to include

the physical effects of likely toxic agentsthe physical effects of likely toxic agents

and their management, involving the useand their management, involving the use

of decontamination procedures. Similarly,of decontamination procedures. Similarly,

they need to know of the psychologicalthey need to know of the psychological

effects of barrier environments and ofeffects of barrier environments and of

the wearing of personal respirators andthe wearing of personal respirators and

protective clothing.protective clothing.

FORMALMETHODSFORMALMETHODS
OF INTERVENTIONOF INTERVENTION

The authorities cannot develop an effectiveThe authorities cannot develop an effective

intervention strategy if it is defined merelyintervention strategy if it is defined merely

in terms of physical procedures and knowl-in terms of physical procedures and knowl-

edge. The psychological dimension to aedge. The psychological dimension to a

biochemical event and its effects is all-biochemical event and its effects is all-

pervasive. More specifically, the physicalpervasive. More specifically, the physical

interventions may themselves give rise tointerventions may themselves give rise to

psychological needs and possible problemspsychological needs and possible problems

(Holloway(Holloway et alet al, 1997). Barrier environ-, 1997). Barrier environ-

ments, quarantine, restricted travel, massments, quarantine, restricted travel, mass

immunisation, decontamination and theimmunisation, decontamination and the

destruction of personal clothing and prop-destruction of personal clothing and prop-

erty are experiences totally unfamiliar toerty are experiences totally unfamiliar to

most of us in the UK. After the second sarinmost of us in the UK. After the second sarin

attack in Tokyo much distress was occa-attack in Tokyo much distress was occa-

sioned by the apparent disregard for survi-sioned by the apparent disregard for survi-

vors’ dignity and personal privacyvors’ dignity and personal privacy

(Holloway(Holloway et alet al, 1997). Restrictions on, 1997). Restrictions on

travel, quarantine and isolation of contami-travel, quarantine and isolation of contami-

nated individuals also have obvious adversenated individuals also have obvious adverse

implications for family and social net-implications for family and social net-

works, which would represent the first lineworks, which would represent the first line

of support for those caught up in adversity.of support for those caught up in adversity.

There is already evidence that those subjectThere is already evidence that those subject

to such a regimen may react adversely evento such a regimen may react adversely even

if that incident proves subsequently to be aif that incident proves subsequently to be a

hoax (Norwood, 2001), and Barberahoax (Norwood, 2001), and Barbera et alet al

(2001) explore in detail the implications(2001) explore in detail the implications

of large-scale quarantine.of large-scale quarantine.

Crisis interventionCrisis intervention

The general principles of crisis interventionThe general principles of crisis intervention

provide an obvious foundation for an inter-provide an obvious foundation for an inter-

vention strategy, and subsequent modelsvention strategy, and subsequent models

of early intervention have embraced manyof early intervention have embraced many

of them while extending the interventionof them while extending the intervention

strategy.strategy.

First used in relation to military com-First used in relation to military com-

bat, ‘psychological first aid’ has beenbat, ‘psychological first aid’ has been

proposed by Raphael (1986) as an appro-proposed by Raphael (1986) as an appro-

priate response in the first phase followingpriate response in the first phase following

major civilian trauma. It represents a coor-major civilian trauma. It represents a coor-

dinated strategy designed to reduce suffer-dinated strategy designed to reduce suffer-

ing and uncertainty and to harness theing and uncertainty and to harness the

healing resources of the survivors withouthealing resources of the survivors without

causing iatrogenic harm. Some of thesecausing iatrogenic harm. Some of these

key elements are:key elements are:

(a)(a) providing survivors with physical andproviding survivors with physical and

psychological comfort;psychological comfort;

(b)(b) protecting them from further harm;protecting them from further harm;

(c)(c) providing accurate information;providing accurate information;

(d)(d) re-establishing a sense of order andre-establishing a sense of order and

control (e.g. by restoring the publiccontrol (e.g. by restoring the public

utilities);utilities);

(e)(e) involving survivors, where appropriate,involving survivors, where appropriate,

in purposeful activities;in purposeful activities;

(f)(f) developing or re-establishing, wheredeveloping or re-establishing, where

appropriate, links with family, friendsappropriate, links with family, friends

and other survivors;and other survivors;

(g)(g) providing information about helpingproviding information about helping

agencies;agencies;

(h)(h) conducting triage to identify individualsconducting triage to identify individuals

at most risk of adverse psychologicalat most risk of adverse psychological

reactions (guidelines about risk factorsreactions (guidelines about risk factors

have been provided by a number ofhave been provided by a number of

authoritiesauthorities – Weisæth, 1996; Yehuda,– Weisæth, 1996; Yehuda,

1999; Klein1999; Klein et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

The implementation of psychological firstThe implementation of psychological first

aid will generally rest with the emergencyaid will generally rest with the emergency

services, the military and hospital person-services, the military and hospital person-

nel. Everly & Mitchell (2001) present anel. Everly & Mitchell (2001) present a

response strategy, following a terroristresponse strategy, following a terrorist

incident, in the fashion of the Tenincident, in the fashion of the Ten

Commandments. These include: setting upCommandments. These include: setting up

walk-in centres and crisis ‘hotlines’;walk-in centres and crisis ‘hotlines’;

collaboration with the media; enlistingcollaboration with the media; enlisting

the support of key representatives ofthe support of key representatives of

political, medical, religious, economic andpolitical, medical, religious, economic and

educational domains; using symbols (e.g.educational domains; using symbols (e.g.

flags and stickers) as a means of enhancingflags and stickers) as a means of enhancing
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community cohesiveness; and initiatingcommunity cohesiveness; and initiating

rituals to honour the dead, rescuers andrituals to honour the dead, rescuers and

helpers and the survivors. Their final ‘com-helpers and the survivors. Their final ‘com-

mandment’ is a familiar one, namely, themandment’ is a familiar one, namely, the

Galenic principle of ‘First, do no harm’.Galenic principle of ‘First, do no harm’.

An argument could be advanced for elevat-An argument could be advanced for elevat-

ing this to the first principle, in deference toing this to the first principle, in deference to

recent evidence and concerns about therecent evidence and concerns about the

‘psychonoxious’ potential of inappropriate‘psychonoxious’ potential of inappropriate

early intervention (e.g. Wesselyearly intervention (e.g. Wessely et alet al,,

1999). Harm can innocently and inad-1999). Harm can innocently and inad-

vertently be caused by, for example, re-vertently be caused by, for example, re-

traumatising individuals by prematuretraumatising individuals by premature

and/or insensitive re-exposure to remindersand/or insensitive re-exposure to reminders

of the trauma, by ‘medicalising’ or ‘patho-of the trauma, by ‘medicalising’ or ‘patho-

logising’ what are normal acute stress re-logising’ what are normal acute stress re-

sponses and by compromising the naturalsponses and by compromising the natural

healing potential of individuals, familieshealing potential of individuals, families

and communities. With regard to an em-and communities. With regard to an em-

ployer being concerned about liability forployer being concerned about liability for

‘negligent intervention’, a legal authority‘negligent intervention’, a legal authority

has emphasised particularly that the de-has emphasised particularly that the de-

briefer should be adequately trained andbriefer should be adequately trained and

reputable and that those to be debriefedreputable and that those to be debriefed

should be fully aware of the precise natureshould be fully aware of the precise nature

and purpose of the debrief (Wheat, 2002:and purpose of the debrief (Wheat, 2002:

p. 156).p. 156).

Critical incident stress debriefing wasCritical incident stress debriefing was

initially introduced as a group method ofinitially introduced as a group method of

enabling emergency personnel to adjust toenabling emergency personnel to adjust to

particularly disturbing events and to reduceparticularly disturbing events and to reduce

their likelihood of developing post-traumatictheir likelihood of developing post-traumatic

stress disorder (Mitchell & Everly, 1996).stress disorder (Mitchell & Everly, 1996).

Its popularity resulted in it being widelyIts popularity resulted in it being widely

used for civilians as a single-session inter-used for civilians as a single-session inter-

vention following traumatic experiences, avention following traumatic experiences, a

development far removed from the originaldevelopment far removed from the original

model. However, its therapeutic or prophy-model. However, its therapeutic or prophy-

lactic value has been questioned (e.g.lactic value has been questioned (e.g.

WesselyWessely et alet al, 1999; van Emmerick, 1999; van Emmerick et alet al,,

2002). Evaluative studies are limited in2002). Evaluative studies are limited in

number and can be criticized on method-number and can be criticized on method-

ological grounds, as the review by theological grounds, as the review by the

British Psychological Society (2002) con-British Psychological Society (2002) con-

firmed. None the less, certainly on the basisfirmed. None the less, certainly on the basis

of these findings, mandatory debriefingof these findings, mandatory debriefing

cannot be justified. The debate must becannot be justified. The debate must be

pursued further because there are signifi-pursued further because there are signifi-

cant arguments both for and against thiscant arguments both for and against this

intervention (Wessely & Deahl, 2003) andintervention (Wessely & Deahl, 2003) and

there are many unanswered questionsthere are many unanswered questions

(Raphael & Wilson, 2000). There is also(Raphael & Wilson, 2000). There is also

a need to evaluate other models ofa need to evaluate other models of

intervention.intervention.

Blythe (2002) has produced a helpfulBlythe (2002) has produced a helpful

manual to assist organisations prepare theirmanual to assist organisations prepare their

staff for a major incident. This is a largelystaff for a major incident. This is a largely

atheoretical practical approach, supple-atheoretical practical approach, supple-

mented with a number of checklists cover-mented with a number of checklists cover-

ing a range of communication, health,ing a range of communication, health,

safety, legal and humanitarian matters.safety, legal and humanitarian matters.

‘Shielding’ also has been introduced as a‘Shielding’ also has been introduced as a

practical public health intervention (Everly,practical public health intervention (Everly,

2002) offering a model for individuals,2002) offering a model for individuals,

organisations and communities to minimiseorganisations and communities to minimise

the impact of a biochemical terrorist inci-the impact of a biochemical terrorist inci-

dent, particularly through a self-imposeddent, particularly through a self-imposed

isolation. The concept of ‘stepped care’isolation. The concept of ‘stepped care’

(Engel(Engel et alet al, 2003) is particularly attractive, 2003) is particularly attractive

because it combines the benefits ofbecause it combines the benefits of

population-based and individual-basedpopulation-based and individual-based

levels of care. Simple community inter-levels of care. Simple community inter-

ventions are provided first and, for thoseventions are provided first and, for those

individuals with particular medical andindividuals with particular medical and

specific needs, specialist care is made avail-specific needs, specialist care is made avail-

able later. In other words the psychiatric/able later. In other words the psychiatric/

psychological interventions are not offeredpsychological interventions are not offered

indiscriminately. A peer support system,indiscriminately. A peer support system,

the Trauma Risk Management Programme,the Trauma Risk Management Programme,

evolved from the Royal Marines’ Stressevolved from the Royal Marines’ Stress

Trauma Project; this is of particular rele-Trauma Project; this is of particular rele-

vance to hierarchical organisations. It isvance to hierarchical organisations. It is

based on a system of self-help strategies,based on a system of self-help strategies,

education,education, risk assessment and mentoringrisk assessment and mentoring

(C. March, personal communication, 2003).(C. March, personal communication, 2003).

FIRST RESPONDERSFIRST RESPONDERS
AND CARE-GIVERS:THEIRAND CARE-GIVERS:THEIR
PREPARATIONANDWELFAREPREPARATIONANDWELFARE

The threat of a biochemical incident raisesThe threat of a biochemical incident raises

questions about the training and prepara-questions about the training and prepara-

tion of front-line professional responders.tion of front-line professional responders.

As DiGiovanni (1999) has emphasised,As DiGiovanni (1999) has emphasised,

there can be no reason to assume that suchthere can be no reason to assume that such

personnel would be immune from the dele-personnel would be immune from the dele-

terious psychological effects of a terroristterious psychological effects of a terrorist

event of this kind; self-selection and aevent of this kind; self-selection and a

degree of natural personal resilience dodegree of natural personal resilience do

not represent an impermeable barrier tonot represent an impermeable barrier to

the emotional impact of helping survivorsthe emotional impact of helping survivors

of trauma (e.g. Duckworth, 1986; Figley,of trauma (e.g. Duckworth, 1986; Figley,

1995; Paton, 1997; Alexander & Atcheson,1995; Paton, 1997; Alexander & Atcheson,

1998; Alexander & Klein, 2001; McFarlane1998; Alexander & Klein, 2001; McFarlane

& Bookless, 2001). Thus, such personnel& Bookless, 2001). Thus, such personnel

who are likely to be faced with thewho are likely to be faced with the

challenge of dealing with a biochemicalchallenge of dealing with a biochemical

terrorist incident are entitled to the bestterrorist incident are entitled to the best

available training and preparation, in bothavailable training and preparation, in both

physical and psychological terms. The psy-physical and psychological terms. The psy-

choprophylactic value of good preparationchoprophylactic value of good preparation

and training has been shown already (e.g.and training has been shown already (e.g.

Alexander, 1993; DeahlAlexander, 1993; Deahl et alet al, 2000). Their, 2000). Their

training would need to include not onlytraining would need to include not only

information about the normal and patholo-information about the normal and patholo-

gical reactions to extreme stressors but alsogical reactions to extreme stressors but also

experience in wearing protective clothingexperience in wearing protective clothing

(i.e. ‘moon suits’) and personal respirators.(i.e. ‘moon suits’) and personal respirators.

Barrier clothing can compromise physicalBarrier clothing can compromise physical

function and communication with colleaguesfunction and communication with colleagues

and can cause overheating, hyperventilation,and can cause overheating, hyperventilation,

fatigue and panic (O’Brien & Payne, 1993;fatigue and panic (O’Brien & Payne, 1993;

Krueger, 2001; Ritchie, 2001). The appear-Krueger, 2001; Ritchie, 2001). The appear-

ance of personnel in protective clothing canance of personnel in protective clothing can

be disquieting to the onlooker. For thisbe disquieting to the onlooker. For this

reason, following the pipe bomb explosionreason, following the pipe bomb explosion

at the Centennial Olympic Park on 27 Julyat the Centennial Olympic Park on 27 July

1996 it was agreed that it should not be1996 it was agreed that it should not be

worn by the FBI while conducting theirworn by the FBI while conducting their

investigations at the scene (Tucker, 1997).investigations at the scene (Tucker, 1997).

As was described above by Glass &As was described above by Glass &

Schoch-Spana (2002), the general publicSchoch-Spana (2002), the general public

also must be considered as key partners inalso must be considered as key partners in

the overall response to a biochemicalthe overall response to a biochemical

incident. Similarly, Durodie & Wesselyincident. Similarly, Durodié & Wessely

(2002) and Rowan (2002) advocate that(2002) and Rowan (2002) advocate that

governments should encourage the activegovernments should encourage the active

cooperaton of the general public (includingcooperaton of the general public (including

lay and voluntary bodies) in the prepara-lay and voluntary bodies) in the prepara-

tion of emergency plans. Weaknesses intion of emergency plans. Weaknesses in

major incident plans for biochemicalmajor incident plans for biochemical

attacks have been revealed in field exercisesattacks have been revealed in field exercises

in the USA and following hoaxes (Tucker,in the USA and following hoaxes (Tucker,

1997). Ashraf (2002) highlighted the fact1997). Ashraf (2002) highlighted the fact

that, following the terrorist events ofthat, following the terrorist events of

11 September 2001, there were 762211 September 2001, there were 7622

postal threats involving anthrax throughoutpostal threats involving anthrax throughout

Europe. Although anthrax was not usedEurope. Although anthrax was not used

in any of these events, he claimed thatin any of these events, he claimed that

they demonstrated that Europe was notthey demonstrated that Europe was not

fully prepared for widespread terroristfully prepared for widespread terrorist

incidents.incidents.

POSITIVEOUTCOMESPOSITIVEOUTCOMES
AFTER TRAUMAAFTER TRAUMA

There can be positive gains following invol-There can be positive gains following invol-

vement in catastrophe, including: a morevement in catastrophe, including: a more

united community; individuals identifyingunited community; individuals identifying

new strengths; relationships becoming morenew strengths; relationships becoming more

closely bonded; and life priorities and valuesclosely bonded; and life priorities and values

being constructively revised (e.g. Josephbeing constructively revised (e.g. Joseph etet

alal, 1993; Calhoun & Tedeschi, 1998;, 1993; Calhoun & Tedeschi, 1998;

Alexander, 2001). In a 10-year follow-up ofAlexander, 2001). In a 10-year follow-up of

the survivors of the Piper Alpha oil platformthe survivors of the Piper Alpha oil platform

disaster, Hulldisaster, Hull et alet al (2002) found that 22 out(2002) found that 22 out

of 36 survivors reported positive gains,of 36 survivors reported positive gains,

including closer family relationships, a great-including closer family relationships, a great-

er ability to be emotionally expressive ander ability to be emotionally expressive and

greater financial security after compensationgreater financial security after compensation

claims were settled. There is the risk thatclaims were settled. There is the risk that

we underestimate the resilience of individualswe underestimate the resilience of individuals

and communities through what Durodie &and communities through what Durodié &

Wessely (2002) describe as the ‘risk-obsessedWessely (2002) describe as the ‘risk-obsessed

world-view that continuously seeks toworld-view that continuously seeks to

catalogue peoples’ vulnerabilities’.catalogue peoples’ vulnerabilities’.
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONSCLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

&& The threat of a biochemical terrorist incident is a real one, butoverreactionby theThe threat of a biochemical terrorist incident is a real one, butoverreactionby the
authorities would be unhelpful and the natural resilience of individuals andauthorities would be unhelpful and the natural resilience of individuals and
communitiesmust not be underestimated.communitiesmust not be underestimated.

&& Adegree of preparedness is required, and this should be based upon the bestA degree of preparedness is required, and this should be based upon the best
empirical evidence from other trauma research.empirical evidence from other trauma research.

&& Themental health services would have an important role to play in training,Themental health services would have an important role to play in training,
advising and assisting ‘front-line responders’ as well as helping in themanagement ofadvising and assisting ‘front-line responders’ as well as helping in themanagement of
thosewith psychiatric and psychosocial problems.thosewith psychiatric and psychosocial problems.

LIMITATIONSLIMITATIONS

&& The review had to be selective and there is a bias towards the English-languageThe review had to be selective and there is a bias towards the English-language
literature.literature.

&& In the absence of robust empirical evidence there had to be some reliance onIn the absence of robust empirical evidence there had to be some reliance on
judgement and informed speculation.judgement and informed speculation.

&& This review does not specifically addressmany issues relating to the role of theThis review does not specifically addressmany issues relating to the role of the
emergency and hospital services or themilitary.emergency and hospital services or themilitary.
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